
Book Title

The Invisible Boy

Content Area

ELA, SEL

Grade Levels

Kind-5th

Students will…

● Illustrate ways to be inclusive.
● Respond to writing prompts.
● Write a positive note to Brian.
● Identify character traits.
● Compare and contrast the change throughout the story.
● Identify soundscape elements that enhance the story.

Materials Needed:

pencil, coloring materials

Scan the QR code →
to open the soundscape!

Tech Tip: 
Students play Kind Kingdom to practice computer skills and inclusivity.

https://beinternetawesome.withgoogle.com/en_us/interland/kind-kingdom
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Draw 4 ways you can include others during the school day.

Read The Invisible Boy with

Name: ________________________

in the classroom
at lunch

at recessin the library



________________________________

Answer the writing prompt below. Then, draw an illustration to show your thinking.

I would show kindness to Brian by

Read The Invisible Boy with

Name: ________________________



________________________________

Answer the writing prompt below. Then, draw an illustration to show your thinking.

I would include Brian by

Read The Invisible Boy with

Name: ________________________



________________________________

Answer the writing prompt below. Then, draw an illustration to show your thinking.

If somebody feels invisible I can

Read The Invisible Boy with

Name: ________________________



Dear Brian…
Write a note, or draw a picture, to Brian that would make him feel seen.

Name: ______________________

Read The Invisible Boy with



Dear Brian…
Write a note and draw a picture, to Brian that would make him feel seen.

Name: ______________________

Read The Invisible Boy with

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________



Scenario Inclusive Action

Brian is not picked for a 
kickball team.

What Would You Do?
Throughout the story, Brian’s classmates had many opportunities to include him and did 
not. They also had chances to be kind to Justin and were not. Read the situations Brian, 

Justin, and their classmates faced.  Then write a way they could have been treated better.

Brian overhears others 
talking about a party he 

wasn’t invited to.

The children make fun of the 
Bulgogi Justin eats at lunch. 

Emilio tells Brian to choose 
a different partner even 
though they can have 

groups of 3.

Read The Invisible Boy with

Name: ________________________



Write character traits that describe Brian.
Then, write evidence from the text that supports your ideas.

kind
Trait:

Evidence:

lonely
Trait:

Evidence:

creative
Trait:

Evidence:

inclusive
Trait:

Evidence:

Read The Invisible Boy with

Name: ________________________



Brian is best described a

Determine a character trait that best describes Brian by the end of the 
story. Support you answer is evidence from the book.

_________________________________________

Read The Invisible Boy with

Name: ________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Character Trait



I would also describe him as

because _________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

hopeful      creative      thoughtful     inclusive    friendly     reserved

Brian is

Character Traits
Choose two words from the bank below that best describes Brian. 

Then, give reasons from the story why that describes him.

________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________ because

Read The Invisible Boy with

Name: ________________________
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_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

A
t first…
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ut then…
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Soundscape Scavenger Hunt
While listening to The Invisible Boy, pay attention to the soundscape and what it helps you 

envision. Draw pictures of what you visualize.



Draw what the soundscape helped you envision about the story.

Describe the story’s setting.

Think about the soundscape. How did what you hear immerse you in the story?

Read The Invisible Boy with

Name: ________________________



Draw what the soundscape helped you envision about Brian.

Describe Brian.

Which sounds or music helped you understand how he was feeling?

Read The Invisible Boy with

Name: ________________________



The Invisible Boy
Discussion Questions

Before Reading:
• Describe what you see on the front cover.
• What predictions can you make based on the cover?
• What does invisible mean? What are some things that are invisible? 

(ex. air, wind, music, thunder, sound, etc)
• What clues does the title give about the story?
• Is this book fiction or nonfiction? How can you tell?
• What makes you think this book is going to be interesting?

While Reading:
• What does the author mean when she says, that Brian doesn’t take 

up a lot of space?
• What are some words you would use to describe Brian?
• How would you describe Brian’s classmates?
• Why does Brian want to draw a hole in the floor?
• What word would you use to describe Justin?
• What are you wondering about so far?
• How do you feel about Justin, Brian, and the other students?

After Reading:
• Which character would you want to be friends with? Why?
• What other ways could the problem have been solved?
• How did this story make you feel? Why?
• Have you ever met anyone like Justin, Brian, or their classmates?
• Could this story happen in real life?
• What is the message or moral in this story?
• Why do you think the author wrote this book?
• Which sounds in the Novel Effect soundscape helped you understand 

how Brian felt?
Read The Invisible Boy with

K-2



The Invisible Boy
Discussion Questions

Before Reading:
• Look at the title. What do you think ‘invisible boy’ means?
• Share a time when you felt invisible. How did that make you feel?
• What problems do you think the characters may face?
• What genre do you think this book will be? Explain your reasoning.

While Reading:
• How do you think it feels to be Brian?
• How is what’s happening similar to what you’ve experienced?
• What do you notice about Brian’s drawings?
• When Brian, Justin, and Emilio work together on the project, what 

do you notice about the illustrations? How did the illustrator 
demonstrate a change in the story?

After Reading:
• What would you do if you were a student in Brian’s class?
• Explain the emotions that Brian experienced.
• How did the illustrations and sound effects help you understand 

the story? 
• Why do you think some kids are treated differently? What could 

change this?
• Relate a part of the story to your life or a book you’ve previously 

read.
• What was the author’s purpose?
• What questions do you have for the author?
• Describe the tone of the book. Did it change throughout the 

story? How so?
Read The Invisible Boy with

3-5



The Invisible Boy
Writing Prompts

● If you were in Brian’s class, what would 
you do?

● Which character from the story would 
you like to meet the most? Why?

● How did Justin show inclusiveness?
● Write about a time you or someone you 

know made an effort to include others.
● Continue the story. What do you think 

will happen next?
● Retell the most important events using 

first, next, then, and last.
● How did the soundscape make you 

feel?
● Would you like to listen to this book 

again? Why or why not? 

K-2

Read The Invisible Boy with



The Invisible Boy
Writing Prompts

● Write about a time you experienced 
loneliness or exclusion like Brian.

● Compare and contrast Justin and the 
other students. How are they more 
alike or different?

● How did the soundscape affect how 
you visualized the story?

● Write another way the problem could 
have been solved. How would this 
have changed the outcome of the 
story?

● What inferences can you make about 
Justin based on his actions? Give 
examples.

3-5

Read The Invisible Boy with



No Print Novelties

Read The Invisible Boy with

Use these no print activities at school or home.

Home Challenge

Entourage
This is a fun gamified way to play Rock-Paper-Scissors that builds camaraderie and 

encouragement. Be prepared for loud and inclusive fun!

● Explain how to play rock-paper-scissors. For younger students, 
you may need to post a visual that explains the hierarchy.

● Partner students up. Each partnership plays 3 rounds. 
○ The partner who wins 2 out of 3 puts their hand up and looks 

for another person with their hand up to play 3 rounds.
○ The partner who did not win is not left out. They now become 

the entourage of the person who has won; cheering them on. 
● These rounds of rock-paper-scissors repeat until there are 2 

people left playing against each other with each of their entourages 
cheering them on.

After playing talk with students about what made the game fun, challenging, and 
inclusive. Have them think about how they can use this throughout their day when 

they work together.

Random Acts of Kindness
Talk with your child about what it means to be inclusive and compassionate. This video from PBS Kids 

is a great way to kick off the conversation.

Then, create a Kindness Tree with your child. Write different ways to be inclusive and kind on the 
leaves. You can use the provided leaf templates or children can make their own! 

For an extra challenge, make the leaves ‘fall’ off the tree and remove them each time your child 
engages in one of these acts of kindness. Then, reflect with them on how it made them feel to be kind, 

how it made the recipient feel, if they would continue with that action and why. 

https://pbskids.org/video/dots-spot/3017811961


Kindness Tree: See directions under home challenge.



Kindness Tree: See directions under home challenge.



Kindness Tree: See directions under home challenge.




